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(32 ~) 

In 1871, the famous inventor Thomas Edison started a factory and research 

laboratory in Newark, New Jersey, very close to New York City. At that time Newark 

was (a) known for its community of skilled machine workers. They were just the kind 

of people Edison was looking for to help him turn his ideas into realities. In 1874, 

the laboratory had its first major financial success with one of Edison's inventions. 

Two years later, with the profit from this invention, Edison moved his laboratory into 

a larger building in the New Jersey countryside. He and his team named the new 

laboratory "The Invention Factory." Over the next few years it would (b) become the 

birthplace of many technological innovations. 

With his team, Edison worked long hours in the new (c) facility, quite often 

unaware of the time. He said, "lowe my success to the fact that I never had a clock 

in my workroom." He would sometimes work for 16 hours (d) at a stretch, gaining a 

reputation for not sleeping. However, the truth was that he took short naps whenever 

he needed them, occasionally sleeping in the middle of the day stretched out on the 

grass under a tree or on a small bed located in the back of his workroom. 

Edison (e) treasured the time he spent working on creative projects and inventions 

with his staff. Many times the various scientists and technicians would stay up all 

night inventing, working, and eating ham, cheese and crackers. Late in the evening, 

Edison himself would sometimes sit down at the pipe organ his staff had set up and 

everyone would sing together. Many years later his employees said that these were 

the happiest years of their lives. 

In 1876, Alexander Bell invented the telephone. It was an invention that would 

change the world, allowing people to communicate across great distances. 

Unfortunately, the sound of people's voices was sometimes difficult to hear with 

Bell's telephone. Edison invented a transmitter that vastly improved the sound of the 

speaker's voice across the telephone lines. This device became a part of the 

mouthpiece of the telephone. It produced clearer, stronger sounds, and is still used 

in most phones today. 

The experiments with the telephone got Edison thinking about ways to record 

messages so they could be listened to later. Then Edison (I) turned the problem in 

another direction and started to think about creating a new type of recording 

machine. Together with his staff, Edison tested and (g) modified ways of capturing 

sound on the surfaces of cylinders and disks. In 1877, one of these designs 

(h) worked. Edison tested the new machine. He and his workers listened in 

amazement to the first recording of a human voice: Edison himself reciting the song 

Mary Had a Little Lamb. 

Edison and his staff had created the technology that would allow people to 

record voices and music on disks, and later sounds for films. Amazingly, one of his 

first reactions to hearing his recorded voice was to be worried! Edison always 
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expected there would be some trouble with every new invention. He often said, "I 
was always afraid ofthings that didn't fail the first time." 

rll,A *:sz0)p;jg'\:~!c9Qlbo)~, "FO) (11-22) fJ'64?~~~, -r0).~~~2A 

'It J:::o 

11 Edison was looking for skilled people who could help him to construct his 
laboratory. 

12 Edison moved to a larger laboratory in the countryside in 1876. 

13 Edison's first financially successful invention was made in the larger 
laboratory. 

14 Edison said that he was successful because he knew the time without 
looking at a clock. 

15 Edison avoided sleeping during the day. 

16 Edison's staff used to stay up late and eat snacks while inventing and 
working. 

17 After many years, Edison's employees denied that they enjoyed working for 
him. 

18 Alexander Bell created a machine that recorded the sound of people's 

VOIces. 
19 A problem with Bell's telephone was solved with one of Edison's 

inventions. 

20 Phones with Edison's transmitter inside them are rare today. 
21 Edison's machine was later used to record pictures for movies. 
22 Edison thought that if things went well the first time, then there would be a 

problem later. 

rll,B "F.$ (a • b· d • f) O)~p!. p;jg'~fi'bilIl,'lbo)~, -rn~n"Fo) (1-4) 
fJ'6 1 ?~~~, -r0).~~~2A 'It J:::o 

(a) known for its community of skilled machine workers 
1 recognized for its circle of talented mechanics 

2 famous for its modem mechanical technologies 
3 familiar for its association of gifted electronic traders 
4 notable for its lack of accomplished machine technicians 

(b) become the birthplace of 
1 be born into 2 give birth to children for 
3 be the location where they created 4 become the first hospital for 
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r",c 

(d) at a stretch 

1 with a lot of exercise 

3 with a long rest 

2 without exercise 

4 without a rest 

(f) turned the problem in another direction 

I took a different road to reach the facility 

2 thought of the issue in a different way 

3 arranged a move to a new location 

4 left the difficulties behind 

-HllaB (c • e • 9 • h) O).II!' i1q3li:.ibllrl. \lbo)~, -t-tl~tl"'Fo) (1 -4) 

b'6 1 ?~~-r-, -t-0).%~~2A 1t ~o 

(c) facility 

1 field 2 workplace 3 technique 4 variation 

(e) treasured 

1 valued 2 saved 3 paid 4 spared 

(g) modified 

1 interpreted 2 ignored 3 delivered 4 adjusted 

(h) worked 

1 labored 2 cultivated 3 succeeded 4 mentioned 

II ~o)*Xb\X~~b'?jj~~'i:~t3.J1J::x~iUi:1J::~~? li:, ~pfi (a'" I) li:Att~O) 
~.Ib~~1J::~~~, -t-tt~tt~~~%(a"'l) 0)~m~(1"'4) ~61?~~-r-, 

-t-0).%~~2A 1t ~o (24 #'0 

Communication, the passing of messages, goes on around us all the time. 

Human beings communicate constantly, but ( a ) animals and plants. The colors of 

flowers suggest to insects ( b ) the flowers are good to visit. Noise and movement 

frighten other creatures. The loud sounds that certain animals make warn enemies of 

danger. Some animals perform amazing acts of communication. One whale, for 

example, can probably hear another whale's "song" as ( c ) as 50 kilometers away. 

Bats and dolphins find their way using sounds too high for us to hear. Many animals 

also communicate with their bodies, moving in certain ways and changing their 

colors as ( d ) to other animals. 

People also use ( e ) as well as words to communicate with one another, to 

express how we feel and what we think. This kind of communication can be 

especially important when we cannot make our speech heard, or when ( f ) is 

necessary. Sometimes our body says one thing while our words say another. 

Machines called lie detectors make ( g ) this fact. They measure what our sweat and 
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pulse rate communicate when we tell lies. 

Over the course of history, humans have developed (h) ways of 

communicating. Long ago, in cave paintings and writings, our ancestors recorded 

what they saw or felt or thought. Modern people can still make some sense of these 

markings, even after thousands of years. ( i ), new technologies have changed the 

ways we communicate, and allowed us to do so over long distances. The postal 

system, television, telephones and radio have all increased the range, speed and 

complexity of communication. People can now talk to one another easily, even if 

they are half a world ( j ). 
A fax machine can re-create in London a picture that, moments before, existed 

only in New York or Tokyo. With cell phones and computers you can ( k ) messages 

and hold electronic conversations with people all around the world. No other 

creature on our planet can achieve anything quite as ( 1 ) as that. 

(a) I for 

(b) I that 

(c) I fast 

(d) an idea 

(e) I planes 

(f) language 

(g) lout of 

(h) I variety 

( i ) I Recently 

(j) I above 

(k) propose 

(1) I remark 

2 like 

2 which 

2 far 

2 a design 

2 distances 

2 silence 

2 use of 

2 number 

3 do so 

3 as 

3 over 

3 a signal 

3 heights 

3 Ignorance 

3 efforts for 

3 quite 

2 In those days 3 Every day 

2 ago 

2 purchase 

2 remarked 

3 apart 

3 call 

3 remarkable 

(a) His reading ability improved beyond my ( ). 

I expectations 2 expecting 3 want 

(b) John takes long ( ), not coming back until dark. 

I walk 2 walks 3 time 

-5-

4 so do 

4 what 

4 further 

4 a theme 

4 gestures 

4 nOIsmess 

4 care for 

4 vanous 

4 Someday 

4 apparent 

4 send 

4 remarkably 

(8 #'0 

4 wanting 

4 times 



( c ) The parents felt that there was ( ) unusual about their son. 

1 something 2 anything 3 somewhat 4 especially 

(d) English speakers say that the sun "rises" but know that it only ( ) to rise 

as a result of the earth turning. 

1 makes 2 goes 3 appears 4 shows 

IV ~O)~)(: (a '" d) 1£-, )(:5~· ~!5~.t~t]]"C, b'?~a~H;: § ?t{1J:~JJU;: 1J: ~ J:: ? ~;:, 
""FO) { } P-JO)~!1:i]1£-~pJT~;:Att -r7¥;px<!it~~.g-, ~PJT (x • y) ~;:A~~!1:i]1£-i"tt 

~'tt 1 ?~A, l:', i"0).~1£-~2A it J::o 02 #-() 

(a) One way ( ) ( x ) ( ) ( ) ( y ) ( ) this work before the end of the 

week. 

{ 1 to 2 I'm 3 or 4 finish 5 going 6 another} 

(b) When his money was stolen, Roger quickly realized there was no ( ) 

( x)( )( )( y ). 

{ 1 spilt 2 point 3 milk 4 over 5 crying} 

(c) Global warming is ( ) ( x ) ( ) ( ) ( y ) and raise sea levels. 

{ 1 melt 2 expected 3 the 4 to 5 polar ice } 

(d) Ken wrote the report in ( ) ( x ) ( ), and then checked that it ( ) 

) grammatical mistakes. (y)( 

{ 1 by 2 from 3 himself 4 free 5 English 6 was} 

(24 #-() 

<! 6 ~;:~.fE0) 1 ~1£-fllb -r~)(:1£-7¥;px<!it J::o M~*I;H;:~;j:~.fEo) 1 ~~~~aA it J::o 

(a) i&Jffta:N*R<:: f) -5 .@I.i'~}\;;f-f&~tc{rm;ttj:~tttt~ftj:Gtj:v'o 
The government has to be { crisis / a / prepared / possible / energy } 

in the future. 

~) m~~mtj:*~~~~~. ~~~~~~~~~C~T~;.fi~~~~o 

My brother was a lazy student, but turned over a new leaf { he / earn / 

started / his / when } own money. 

(c) !f!*O)~i\.g-ta:ffi~$llJc tj: ~ tco 
The baseball game { account / called / was / on } of rain. 

(d) '"? -17 ta: 7 '7 AO){tHO)~lttc~v V'J < J:: -5 tc -pJT~i[Jffr1J5fg l,tco 
Mike worked { with / to / hard / the / catch} rest of the class. 
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(e) ~ x.-17 A t7·J11J1}7jiHiTt~.L-~LO)m~~~66tco 

The Shakespeare performance { audiences / had / larger / expected / 

attracted / we }. 

r~~B ::~O)~)( (a"-'c) 't:,;t)(5~·~B5~.t0)~~)b\i"tt~tt 1 ?(Ji)~o ""F.~~LtdIY 

PJTb'Si"O)~B~~Lf, lE Ll,\~Bfmt:~~~xJ;:o m~~HIIHt:';t~~~xtdBfff~ 1 ~B~ 

~2A 1t J;:o 

(a) More than 5 percent of endangered bird species live in wild tropical 

area. 

(b) It was rather surprised that my boss would be calling me at that hour. 

(c) We couldn't afford to wait any long, or we would have missed our train. 

r~~c ::~O)~~ (a"-'d) o)B*)(~~)(b\'i'~'I6.Jl;i\~'t:1j:~J;:?'t:, ~)(O)~pMt:, 

i"tt~tt~<t~31j: 1 ~B~~2A 1t J;:o 

(a) ;Btl 9"fCA -J\-C'4~L~ffil-::> L~Ltlo 

Please ( ) to buy milk at the supermarket. 

(b) ~7J :j'fT~O)J\;Ut£\9"q:{~ 6 ~fcl±I~ L *90 
The bus to Chicago will depart at 6 p.m. ( ) fail. 

(c) ~ v/O)jjIjj~~;tf&:fth~ 9 ~.L-~~fcnl±l"9 GO)~~ttco 

Helen's parents prohibited her ( ) going out after nine o'clock. 

(d) i: O).to~~;t t -::> L.tot- 'L{~C'fre.to -? 0 

We will set ( ) this money for future use. 
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(32 B) 

Many people think that social networks such as Facebook are only popular with 

young people. Actually, this is (a) not the case. More and more senior citizens are 

using online communication networks these days, and it may even tum out to be 

quite healthy for them. 

Janelle Wohltmann, a graduate student studying psychology at the University of 

Arizona, has been teaching older people how to use Facebook, in order to determine 

how an Internet social network can benefit them. She gathered a group of adults, 

aged 68-91, who were either unfamiliar with online communication technologies or 

who had rarely used them. She then divided these people into three groups. 

The first group was taught how to use Facebook for a period of eight weeks. She 

requested that the participants write something personal about their lives at least 

once a day and post it on Facebook. In addition, the participants were asked to 

comment online about what other members had written. The people in the second 

group were asked to write a few sentences on a private diary website each day, also 

over a period of eight weeks. This group did not join a social network. In other 

words, they neither received comments from other members of their group nor did 

they read what (b) the other members had written. Finally, the people in the third 
group were told that they were on a waiting list for Facebook lessons. 

Before they were divided into the three groups, all (c) subjects took a test 

designed to measure both their social relationships and their thinking ability. Then, 

after eight weeks, they were re-tested. Wohltmann compared the results of the two 

tests for each group. She found that the adults who spent two months using 

Facebook scored 25 percent higher on the memory skill test. Specifically, they were 

better able to remember what she had told them was important. This is known as 

"mental updating ability." The diary writers (d) showed no improvement on the 

memory test; nor did those on the waiting list. 

Wohltmann is now looking at how much Facebook's social (e) component may 

have contributed to these findings. One explanation for this is that older people who 

are more socially (I) engaged also tend to have better thinking skills. It may be 

because the complexity of Facebook required participants to keep track of more 
information, and gave them more mental exercise. It is also possible that positive 
emotions were created as a result of the new social connections and that these 

helped to increase the memory abilities of the members in the Facebook group. 

To understand these results better, it is essential to determine whether the 
Facebook participants reported feeling greater levels of social support and less 

loneliness after joining the online social network. Looking at how often the people 
wrote on Facebook and communicated with other users is an important factor for 

further research. 
Wohltmann said that she had to tum away a lot of potential participants because 
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they were already active Facebook users, suggesting that many people may be 

(g) figuring this out for themselves. She plans to pursue the possible connection 

between social relationships and increased mental ability. Anything that helps older 

adults avoid both isolation and memory (h) decline is worth promoting. 

r~~ A *)(O)pgg,c::.g.!l:9" ~t,0)~, "Fo) (11 - 22) b'6 4 ?~~ C, -f"O)fi~~~2A 

1tJ:o 

11 The use of social networks such as Facebook is losing popularity among 

older people. 

12 Before the participants were divided into groups, they had to take three 

tests. 

13 The first group was asked to write about themselves daily on Facebook. 

14 The members of the second group wrote nothing online. 

15 All participants in the experiment took a test to assess their social 

relationships and thinking ability. 

16 The participants who spent two months using Facebook improved on the 

memory test. 

17 Facebook was so complex that the participants were unable to keep track of 

information. 

18 The Facebook members' positive emotions appeared to be unrelated to their 

social connections. 

19 Wohltmann helped members in the third group increase their memory 

abilities. 

20 Researchers are unlikely to be interested in studying the frequency of 

Facebook use. 

21 People who used Facebook frequently were excluded from Wohltmann's 

study. 

22 Wohltmann has little interest in doing research on social relationships and 

increased mental ability. 

r~~B "F~ffB (aobodog) O)fi~opgg'c::B:t,ifil,'t,O)~, -f"n~n"Fo) (1-4) 

~61?~~~ -f"O)fi~~~A1tJ:o 

(a) not the case 

1 unknown 

3 unkind 

-3-

2 unpopular 

4 untrue 



(b) the other members 

1 participants in the first group 

2 participants in the second group 

3 the older Facebook users 

4 the young Facebook users 

(d) showed no improvement 

I appeared different 

2 stayed at the same level 

3 were not graded 

4 did not find the same conditions 

(g) figuring this out 

1 understanding the benefits of Facebook 

2 showing others how to use Facebook 

3 learning how to write a diary 

4 teaching the way to do research 

rll~c "'"F~ff~ (c· e· f· h) O)~~·p;j~'L:&'bili:l.''bo)~, -t-n~n"'"Fo) (1 ..... 4) 

b'6 1 -:J~A/c, -t-O)fi~~~2Ait~o 

(c) subjects 

1 questions 2 topics 3 students 4 participants 

(e) component 

1 sense 2 aspect 3 meeting 4 base 

(f) engaged 

1 involved 2 married 3 started 4 promised 

(h) decline 

1 develop 2 deny 3 decrease 4 derive 

II ;~0)~j~JZb\><:5~~b'-:J~~(Ik_HLiMtJJ1J:><::~HL1J:~ J::? 'L, ~pJi (a - I) 'LAn~O) 

'L:&'biMlM1J:~l£-, -t-n-rn~lM~2~ (a- I) O)iJHRIlX (1 -4) b\61-:J~A,-c, 

-t-O)fi~~~2A it J::o (24 #'0 

As a boy I was very nearsighted, so that all I could see in nature were those 

things I ran into or held in my hand. Yet, as obvious as this may sound, it wasn't until 

I was about thirteen that I ( a ) I could not see well. 

I still remember that August day very clearly. I was playing outdoors with a 

group of friends. Suddenly, they all began to read aloud an advertisement in huge 

letters on a distant signboard. I then realized that something was the matter, for not 

only was I unable to read the sign, but I could not even see the ( b ). 

-4-



During that summer I ( c ) various new books on mammals and birds. I was 

excited to go out to the forest near our home to study the animals, but unfortunately 

I did not accomplish much ( d ) I did not get glasses until late in October. 

Finally, I received my first pair of glasses from my father. As I put them on and 

stepped outdoors, they literally opened an entirely new world to me. I had no ( e ) 

how beautiful the countryside was until I got those glasses. I had been a clumsy and 

awkward boy, and much of that was doubtless due to the ( f ) that I could not see 

well. Yet I was wholly unaware that I was not seeing. 

That was right before the winter ( g ) 1872, when our family took a long trip to 

the Middle East and Europe. We went to Egypt, journeyed up the Nile, traveled 

through parts of Syria, visited Greece, and finally arrived at Constantinople. 

It was a wonderful trip, which was ( h ) all the more memorable because I was 

wearing glasses for the first time. Even now the images remain clear ( i ) my mind. 

I was amazed by how ( j ) everything appeared to my eyes. The mountains, rivers 

and villages that we visited were beautiful, with brilliant colors and details that 

overwhelmed me. 

Watching the people in Egypt and Syria go about their daily lives, I felt like a 

character in a storybook. The trip down the Nile was especially ( k ), with sights, 

smells and sounds that will always live ( 1 ) in my memory. 

(a) 1 dreamed 2 discovered 3 resisted 4 overcame 

(b) clarity 2 meanmg 3 friends 4 letters 

(c) 1 sustained 2 obtained 3 handed 4 loaned 

(d) 1 myself 2 before 3 consequently 4 because 

(e) 1 idea 2 way 3 description 4 choice 

(f) glasses 2 conclusion 3 fact 4 thing 

(g) 1 on 2 of 3 for 4 at 

(h) 1 let 2 letting 3 making 4 made 

(i) 1 m 2 outside 3 at 4 of 

(j) 1 attracted 2 stimulated 3 
. . 
ImpreSSIve 4 transparent 

(k) 1 readable 2 understandable 3 unforgettable 4 unexpreSSIve 

(1) 1 on 2 ago 3 from 4 over 
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III ;!RO)~),{ (a"'d) 0)~pfi~<:AtL~0)~<:.'biM31J:'b0)~, ~tLi"tL""Fo) (1 "'4) 

b'i3>1?)I"'c, ~0).~~~2A-ttd::o (8~) 

(a) When I passed the entrance examination, I was ( ) myself with joy, 

1 above 2 beside 3 outside 4 over 

(b) We are ( ) to start working at 7:30 every morning. 

1 obliged 2 tended 3 obligation 4 tendency 

(c) It's been a ( ) three months since I last heard from George. 

1 much 2 totally 3 full 4 lot 

(d) A car crashed into a tree just a few meters away from ( ) we were 

standing. 

1 which 2 what 3 when 4 where 

IV '1J:.0)~),{ (a'" d) ~, )'{5*· ~g5*...tiMt}]c, b'?~pt~~<: 13?&1J:~JJH<:1J:~d:: oj ~<:, 

""Fo) { } ~O)~~~~~AtLT~.~~~~e, ~~(x·Y) ~A~~~~tL~tL 
1 ?)I'" C, i"0).~~~2A~d::o (12~) 

(a) Our company director ( ) ( x ) ( ) ( ) ( y ) new business 

opportunities. 

{ 1 eye 2 a 3 has 4 for 5 keen} 

(b) The next day we saw nothing ( ) ( x ) ( ) ( y ) ( ) had been. 

{ 1 party 2 garbage 3 the 4 where 5 but} 

( c ) You should put into ( x)( )( )( y)( ) in class. 

{ 1 you 2 practice 3 learned 4 what 5 have} 

(d) My girlfriend only has a ( ) ( x ) ( ) ( ) ( y ) to cake. 

{ 1 sweet 2 comes 3 when 4 it 5 tooth} 

V ;!RO)r~~ (A"'C) ~<:~xd::o 

r~~ A ;!RO) B*),{ (a'" e) C ~;;~~'[i!iJ l;~pt~<:1J::~ d::? ~<:, 

(24 ~) 

} pgOY9~ZO)~iiJ~m 

(a) }It<<f9gta: U- t'i.l' -:J t.::iJ\ .:t-n C' t/F1jll,£- § oj O)ta:~*Lt': -:J t.:: -3 oj 0 

The food was bad; all the same, {to / rude / been / it / complain / 
would }. 

(b) .:t-0)~M'i::> O)!;('lita:M~O):7dm5jl,£-~ L, It 'fi"<:: ~ff~ L, t.::o 
The rich woman { to / her fortune / away / most / gave} the poor. 
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( c) .7J~jjJ7'J'tJ:v' J:: '3 tc: ':::d.::0)'"f, r b f<:J}"L <b ~),":J t.::o 
The car { seem I working I not I be I did }, so I asked Tom to check 

it. 

~ ~O)m~0)~~~8Ro)~~~LJ::~, ~mO)m.~~*L~o 

English vocabulary increased rapidly in the {when / the / of I 
century / second} the waves of immigration occurred. 

(e) J\ Y'hcl: C!. '3 v' '3 !~JJt~IfX -::J t.::; J:: v '7J'V7J'; -g, i£1H<: < n"LlL -::J"Lv ,t.::o 
Hanna stood { to / loss / how / at / about} behave. 

rll' B ;~O)~)t (a'" c) ~L~cl:)tj!· ~gj!..to)~~) ;fj\-t-t1.~t1. 1 -:Jd5~o "F~~1if§ Ltdfi 
fflfJ'6-t-0)~~~"(f, IE Ll,"'~lmLiff~~x~o M~*I~L'cl:iff~~xt.:~1f~"C' 1 ~~ 
~2.A:tt ~o 

(a) Noriko wasn't used to drive on the right, but it became less difficult for 

her after a lot of practice. 

(b) Hotel reservations will be made for whoever send the required payment 

by the deadline. 

( c ) When the team ~ the game, they were all exciting by the prospect of 

getting a million dollars. 

rll'c ;~O)~Hg (a"'d) o)B*)tc~)tfJ\,a:,a:'I1::i.IC:~Il!'L1J::~~:"L, ~)tO)~pJHL, 

-t-t1.~t1.~~~~1J::1~~~A~~o 

(a) c. O)OO~7"D J/'7 b'cl:~1fO)~~il~j:O)*,i]O~§mL "Lv'*90 
The international program ( ) at increasing the number of exchange 

students this year. 

(b) v'-gnf<:L"L<b, ll0t 5)],Lt.::;B:l~~~6b*90 
At ( ) rate, we will begin the class in five minutes. 

(c) rniBv"J\IDl~iI< C. t'cl:,t-::J L"Ltmlji'"f'cl:tJ:v'o 
It is ( ) no means easy to write an interesting novel. 

(d) j:ft~~7J~~ c. fC v ,t,::7J'. ~<b ~O)'l!!FJ]'c~x; ntJ:7J'-::J t.::o 
All the students were there, but ( ) of them could answer the question. 



I~ sl 
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(32 g) 

Almost every day, I walk up the hill behind my home. Within a hundred yards 

the forest surrounds me, and there is nothing to remind me of human society: no 

trash, no people, no fences, not even a (a) path. 

When looking at the forest from a higher place, I can't see a road or a house; it 

appears to be a world apart from humans. But (b) once in a while I will hear someone 

cutting wood, and the sound of an electric chain saw fills the wilderness. When I 

hear that noise, it becomes harder for me to experience the peaceful beauty of 

nature. The sound of the saw doesn't cancel the sounds of the forest or scare all the 

animals away, but it does (e) drive away the feeling that I am walking in a timeless 

world, far from human society. 

Unfortunately, my experience in the forest (d) reflects what has happened 

everywhere. The destructive actions of humans have changed the most basic forces 

around us. With industrialization and global warming, we have transformed the 

(e) atmosphere, and that is changing the weather. The temperature and rainfall are no 

longer entirely the work of some separate, non-human force, but are instead strongly 

affected by our habits, economies, and ways of life. 

Even in the (f) remotest wilderness, where cutting trees is legally forbidden, the 

impact of humans can be felt. Nature no longer exists as wild and beyond our reach. 

The world outdoors has been changed by the world indoors. Everything on our 

planet has been affected by human technologies and life-styles. 

This destruction has changed the way we think about the natural world. Just as 

animals or plants can (g) go extinct, so can ideas and experiences. In this case, the 

idea that has died is "nature" as a separate world untouched by humanity and 

completely beyond our influence. 

In the past we knew that we had spoiled and polluted parts of nature; we saw 

that our actions created environmental damage. But we never thought that we were 

destroying or killing nature itself. Deep down, we never thought we could because 

nature was too big and too old. We believed that natural forces such as the wind, rain 

and sun were too strong and far beyond our influence. 

However, as we are now beginning to understand, the carbon dioxide* we 

produce has (h) altered the power of the sun, and seems to be increasing its heat. With 

our pursuit of a better life and endless economic growth, humans have changed the 

global patterns of moisture and dryness. As a result, there are now more storms and 

deserts on our planet. We have killed off animal life, and have transformed the land 

and oceans. 

These things we've done have caused us to question the idea that we live apart 

from nature. We have not ended rainfall or sunlight; in fact, rainfall and sunlight are 

now becoming more important forces in our lives. It is too early to tell exactly how 

much harder the wind will blow, how much stronger the sun will shine. That is for 
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the future. But the meaning of the wind, rain and sun has already changed. Yes, the 

wind still blows, but no longer from a separate world that is unaffected by the 

influence of humans. 

*carbon dioxide: =~{~EJt~ 

r~~A *)(O)pg.g'L.g.¥.i!:9~'b0)~, 1'0) (11 "'22) b'64?~~C, -t-0).~~~2A 

-It J::o 

11 The author lives in the middle of an urban region. 

12 The author says that he cut some trees to see the road. 

13 When the author is in the forest, he feels that the peaceful atmosphere is 

sometimes disturbed by human sounds. 

14 The noise of the chain saw frightens all the animals away. 

15 The author is worried that his walks in the forest damage nature just as 

human society has destroyed it. 

16 The author thinks that industrialization is one cause of the changing 

weather. 

17 The author believes that wild places on the earth have changed human 

technologies and life-styles. 

18 The author says that nature is no longer regarded as something untouched 

by human influence. 

19 According to the author, many people believed that human actions would 

destroy nature as a whole. 
20 Human beings are now becoming aware that it is better to live apart from 

nature. 

21 If we keep pursuing economic growth, rainfall and sunlight will become 

less important for us. 

22 The author believes that our ideas about nature have changed. 

r~~B 1'~$ (b· c· f· g) O)i\~·pg.g'L~'bllil,''bo)~, -t-tL-FtL1'o) (1 "'4) 

b'6 1 ?~~ C, -t-0).~~~2A-ItJ::o 

(b) once in a while 

1 a long time ago 
3 just one time 

-3-

2 from time to time 
4 now and forever 



(c) drive away 

1 stand up to 2 break off 

3 get rid of 4 give out 

(f) remotest wilderness 

1 most isolated areas of nature 2 land that is over cultivated 

3 land where no trees grow 4 most explored forest 

(g) go extinct 

1 return home 2 stop evolving 

3 suffer damage 4 die out 

rll'c ""F~$ (a' d· e' h) 0).~'i1'.J~~;:*'bil!1,''b0)~. -r-tt~tt""Fo) (1 "'4) 

fJ'S 1 '?~'" c. -r-0)1i~~~2A -tt ~o 

(a) path 

1 trail 2 device 3 vehicle 4 progress 

(d) reflects 

1 considers 2 understands 3 mirrors 4 objects 

(e) atmosphere 

1 mood 2 aIr 3 temperature 4 appearance 

(h) altered 

1 reduced 2 solved 3 asserted 4 changed 

II ;~O)~j(fJ\j(~*~fJ\'?~I¥!H;:~t}]1j::j(~~;:1j::~~? ~;:. ~pfi (a"" I) ~;:Att~O) 

~fi'b~~1j::~~. -r-tt~tt~~~~(a""l) 0)~m~(1""4) ~Sl'?~"'c. 

-r-0)1i~~~2A -tt ~o (24 #'0 

Any challenging activity that requires our full concentration can provide what 

psychologists call "flow." When we are experiencing flow, the mind is focused only 

on our present situation and what we are doing. All other thoughts that ordinarily 

keep ( a ) through the mind are temporarily shut out. 

An experienced windsurfer describes his state of flow while surfing ( b ) 

follows: "It is as if my memory input has been cut off. All I can remember is the last 

thirty seconds, and I am absorbed ( c ) the moment I am experiencing." 

A mountain climber's description of his flow experience is similar: "When I'm 

climbing, I'm not ( d ) of the problems in my life. The experience becomes the 

center of my attention, ( e ) complete concentration. When I'm climbing a 

mountain, it's incredibly real and I feel very much in ( f ). That moment becomes 

my ideal world." 
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As a young basketball player explains, "When I'm off the court, I start to 

remember my personal problems, for example fighting with my friend. But when I'm 

playing basketball, the game is all ( g ) is in my mind. I quickly forget everything 

( h ) and focus my attention on the game." 

A ballet dancer also has this type of flow experience: "The way I feel is totally 

different. I have more ( i ) in myself than at any other time. Usually it is difficult 

for me to forget my problems, so dance is like therapy*. If I am troubled about 

something, the problem ( j ) while I am dancing." 

As these examples show, flow is a very enjoyable type of consciousness, where 

the person's concentration is completely focused on the ( k ) ofthe present moment. 

In fact, for many people it provides one of the ( I ) ways to experience the joy of 

being active and alive. 

*therapy: ;m1$~7t 

(a) 1 accepting 2 passmg 3 forgetting 4 viewing 

(b) 1 what 2 so 3 when 4 as 

(c) 1 in 2 under 3 down 4 up 

(d) 1 aware 2 involved 3 upset 4 noticed 

(e) 1 training 2 lowering 3 transferring 4 demanding 

(f) 1 front 2 excess 3 control 4 debt 

(g) 1 what 2 where 3 when 4 that 

(h) 1 other 2 out 3 away 4 else 

(i) 1 difficulties 2 confidence 3 relied 4 stressed 

(j) 1 anses 2 disappears 3 increases 4 comes 

(k) 1 collection 2 memory 3 details 4 finances 

(1) 1 best 2 worst 3 both 4 fewer 
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III ;~O)~){ (a-d) 0)~PJi'C::AnQo)'c::il'bll31J:'b0)~, ~n-Fn"""FO) (1-4) 
'b'S 1 ?iB"'"C, ~O).~;a.gcA -tt ~o (8 F.$,) 

(a) Our English teacher is, so to ( ), a "walking dictionary." 

1 think 2 talk 3 hear 4 speak 

(b) You should apologize ( ) for losing your temper. 
1 him 2 to him 3 as him 4 athim 

( c) Please keep the dog tied, or he will run ( ). 

1 to 2 ever 3 off 4 into 

(d) If there's ( ) soup left, would you put it in the refrigerator? 

1 few 2 some 3 bit 4 many 

IV ;~O)~){ (a -d) ~, J'<:5!· gg5!.t~tJ]"C, 'b'?,*~,c:: !3?&1J:fiJjHc::1J:Q~? ,c::, 
"""FO) { } P3O)mi:i];a.~PJi'C::An "(jt;Ji!i!-ttQiJj.g., ~PJi (x· y) 'C::AQmi:i]~~ 

n-Fn1?~"'"c, ~O).~;a.~A-tt~o ~~L { } P3O)mi:i]~,){m~<QiJj.g. 
'b/J\){*"Cl3-~ "( 0., Qo (12 #.0 

(a) Success may ( ) ( x ) the spiritual power of the individual when ( ) 
( )( y)( ). 

{ 1 depend 2 confronted 3 a 4 with 5 challenge 
6 upon} 

(b) The truck drivers say that they cannot ( ) ( x ) ( ) ( ) ( y ) ( ) of 

gas IS gomg up. 
{ 1 price 2 living 3 a 4 because 5 make 6 the } 

( c ) Almost ( ) ( x ) ( ) ( ) ( y ) said that they supported the new 
campaign. 

{ 1 seventy 2 those 3 percent 4 surveyed 5 of} 

(d) () ( x ) ( ) ( ) ( y ) to have a prestigious career. 
{ 1 of 2 want 3 today's 4 many 5 young people} 
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r",A ;~o)B*:st (a"'e) c'~'~'fii.ll;1tpt'i:fJ::~et?'i:. { } pq0)9~TO)~~mV'. 
<! G 'i::f.@0) 1 ~g~fllb T~:st~jCpx<!1t eto 1¥l~g'i:,ct:f'@o) 1 ~~~2A 1t eto 

(a) 1\-7 -1-tc~lUJ:iJ'J tc.iJ'fJ t v'J L, ~~~ < ,lEI.-::> Ltctv'tt*1±luo 

You { think / must / him / ill / not } just because he did not come to 

the party. 

(b) I±\~~~IJO) 30 )J-lNtCt~HfH, L < tc.~v'o 
Passengers are { half / board / to / an / asked } before the departure 

time. 

(c) f&:iJ~lfffJ* L., L < tLtJ:iJ' J tc. fJ, fLtj:fn~~ Iii) ~ fJ 66 LV ,tc. L:' L., J:: '50 
I would have given up the idea { encouragement / abroad / of / his / 

studying }. 

(d) 1>~tj:!I!fI*~~i1J J LiliJ1[~ L.,tdc iSiJ~v 'tJ:v '0 
The boy { across / a / taken / must / shortcut} the field. 

(e) f&:3;(tj:~Mtc?f'/fT-tctJ:G t7J!:.66tc. o 

She is determined { anything / not / her / stop / let } from becoming 

a dancer. 

r", B ;~O)~:st (a'" c) 'i:'ct){~~· ~g~~..to)~ I) b\~tt-rtt 1 ?d5~0 l'~~ljtH .. tdfi 

fiITb'G ~O)~~~tf. if 1.,l,\~gR~'i:8~tlxeto 1¥l~g'i:'ct8~tlxt.:~Rn: 1 ~~ 

~2A 1t eto 

(a) After returning from the library, I found that I had left my papers on one 

of the shelf. 

(b) The book is much best for its beautiful illustrations that inspire the 

imagination. 

(c) Steve is the person in whose hands lie the fate of our entire team. 
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Me ~~3~(a-d) ~B*~~.~6~~~~fi~~C~~5~. ~~~~M~. 

~n-Fn&~~3C 1 ~~g2A:tt~o 

(a) ~tj:~mtt .. ::>tdttlC:~, IPJ~~<:~~ LIt' t <:. -3 ~~-::> t<:o 

My father was both strict and tender at ( ). 

(b) $~h\L>, ~fJj,ft<:t>tj:A-r-~~<: 1 A"9-:JJ:1J'-::>ko 
During the graduation ceremony, students came up to the stage one ( ) 

a time. 

(c) ~*L>O)t <:.-3li::tdb1J'1J It ,t<: tnt * Lt<:t;, ~O)t,H<:-:Jlt'L~a~lt't<: L *90 
If you understand what I've said so ( ), let's go onto the next point. 

(d) 7~Wfijl1J'~-::> L*t<:O)~j:, lliFJTO)At<:t>1J'1-{J:li:m Lt<:I~H~tt -::> ko 
The fire truck arrived just after the neighbors had put ( ) the fire. 
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(32 g) 

Psychologist Jean Piaget and psychiatrist* Sigmund Freud had very different 

(a) views of infant development, but they agreed on one point: that the newborn baby 

has no concept of self, and no idea of the distinction between "me" and "not me." 

The baby at first doesn't realize that the sounds he hears are his own cries or that the 

moving thing passing in front of his eyes is his own hand. As Piaget (b) put it, "When 

a baby discovers his own body-his fingers, feet, arms-he looks at them no 

differently from how he regards other objects. He has no idea of himself as the one 

responsible for moving (e) the parts of his body that he is admiring." 

According to psychologists, the concept of self develops gradually as a baby 

grows. Many aspects of the infant's experience lead to this development. A baby 

discovers that he can control the movement of his body, but he cannot make a wall, 

table or dog move. He discovers that his hands, feet and mouth are always there 

while other people and things come and go. He learns that (d) certain feelings come 

from his own body and not from other parts of the world. As an example, biting his 

finger feels very different from biting a toy or a banana. 

By the second year of life, most babies (e) have access to another way of learning 

about themselves: mirrors. Interestingly, babies' reactions to their own mirror image 

change as they get older. A 5- or 6-month-old baby seems to think of his mirror 

image as a playmate-(f) another baby who is playing a game of imitation. A 

12-month-old baby will (g) make purposeful movements in front of a mirror. He 

seems to be exploring the mirror's possibilities. He might also look behind the 

mirror or kiss his mirror image-still without any recognition, apparently, that the 

baby in the mirror is "himself." Around the middle of the second year, the child 

begins to show signs of self-consciousness when he sees his mirror image. He may 

also point at himself in the mirror, as if to say, "Look at me!" 

One technique that researchers have used to discover the stages of infants' self

awareness is to put a red mark on the babies' noses without them knowing it. Then 

the babies are shown a mirror. What will the babies do when they notice the red 

mark? In an experiment with 96 babies, researchers found that no infants younger 

than one year touched their nose. About 25% of the babies aged 15 to 18 months 

lifted a hand to their nose, while 75% of the children who were from 21 to 24 
months touched the red mark on their nose, while looking in the mirror. 

After 21 months of age most children begin to develop communication skills 

that allow researchers to do further tests of their self-knowledge. Looking at photos, 

some children are able to distinguish between themselves and others. In a test of this 

ability, a 21-month-old child named Erika was shown a photo of herself and was 

asked, "Who is that?" "Erika," she replied. When she was shown a photo of a 

different young girl, her response was, "No, not Erika." Erika also recognized a 

photo of her mother. 



By 2 years of age most young children have developed an understanding of 

themselves, other people and objects as existing independently. (h) This corresponds 
with quick advances in language learning, increasing their ability to communicate. 

Children now understand that they are individuals existing in a world where things 

and people all have unique characteristics and names. 

*psychiatrist: ~f$;f412f 

r,,~A *)(O)pgg';:'8"~9~'b0)~. 1'0) (11 "'22) b'S4'?~~c. -r0)*~~~2A 

-tt J::o 

11 Piaget and Freud had very different ideas about a baby's concept of self. 
12 Newborn babies understand that they control the movements of their 

bodies. 
13 A child's concept of self develops as he gets older. 
14 A baby's reaction to his mirror image remains the same as he grows. 
15 A 5-month-old baby will fail to recognize that the reflection moving in a 

mirror is his own. 
16 A 12-month-old baby seems to know that he is kissing himself in the 

mIrror. 
17 The babies recognized the red mark as soon as it was placed on their noses. 
18 In the experiment with 96 infants, the majority of those over 21 months 

touched the red mark on their nose. 
19 The researchers excluded 2-year-old children from their experiment. 
20 Erika showed the ability to recognize herself and others in photos. 
21 After the age of 2, most children are unable to recognize that things exist 

apart from themselves. 
22 According to the research, a 24-month-old child lacks the ability to develop 

a sense of self. 

r,,~B 1'~W (c· e· f· g) O)it~·pgg';:~'bil!L\'bO)~. -rn~n1'o) (1 "'4) 

~S1'?~~c. -rO)*~~~A-ttJ::o 

( c ) the parts of his body that he is admiring 
1 his nose, eyes and ears that he is jealous of 
2 his fingers, feet and arms that he enjoys looking at 
3 the small objects that he is touching 
4 the expressions that he makes to show respect 

( e ) have access to another way of 
1 find an additional means of 
2 produce a different tool for 
3 invent a new technique of 
4 build an alternative system for 
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(f) another baby who is playing a game of imitation 

1 an older baby who is acting like a young baby 

2 one more baby who is having fun by repeating sounds 

3 a baby who is making fun of others by copying their words 

4 a different infant who is making the same movements 

(g) make purposeful movements 

1 gesture in an intentional manner 

2 willfully challenge 

3 create special signals 

4 give meaningful reasons 

r~~c ""F~$ (a' b· d • h) O)i\~. ~g~L~lbilil,'\IbO)1i-, -t-n-Fn""Fo) (1 "'4) 

b' 6 1 ?~~ l:', -t-0)*~1i-~2A -tt ~o 

(a) VIews 

1 sights 2 opmlOns 

3 windows 4 lines 

(b) put 

1 placed 2 set 

3 imposed 4 expressed 

(d) certain feelings 

1 individual observations 2 specific ideas 

3 particular sensations 4 special relationships 

(h) This 

1 Developing a sense of self-respect 

2 The skill of being able to control themselves 

3 Knowing that things exist independently 

4 The ability to express themselves creatively 

II ;~0)~><:b':~5*~b'?~~~~L)Mtn1J:><::$~L1J:~~? ~L, ~pJi (a'" I) ~LAn~O) 
'i:~'b~31J:~B;a., -tn-Fn~3~2~ (a'"" I) O)~tRJJX (1 "'4) b'S 1 ?~IvC::', 

-to):fi~;a.~2A -tt ~o (24 F.i-) 

At one time or another in the course of an average day, most of us must wait in 

some sort of line. During that time we can learn much about ourselves and others 

before we reach our destination. I stand in line frequently in the cafeteria on my 

college campus. ( a ) are some of my observations about other students waiting in 

line. 

As I see it, there are those who can be called "morning people" ( b ) those who 
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cannot. Morning people don't mind getting up early. They are cheerful, pleasant, 

organized and attentive-all without the least bit of sleep left in their eyes. The non

morning people sometimes dislike the morning people for these ( c ). When the two 

groups come together in a line for breakfast, they tend to ignore each other. For this 

reason the breakfast line is relatively quiet, ( d ) to other lines. 

The lunch line is probably the most pleasant of all the lines we can find on 

campus. The majority of students are now fully ( e ). The non-morning people ( f ) 

longer feel sleepy; they are now simply "people"-students standing in line. It is 

here at lunch that we may meet new people and learn about their lives. Idle chatter 

with ( g ) to one's next class, hometown or mutual friends is a good distraction from 

what might ( h ) be a very boring wait. 

In the dinner line we may see people returning again to the security of their 

friends. It is always this line that seems to move the fastest as ( i ) discuss the day's 

events, gossip about friends, analyze new relationships, and plan for the evening 

ahead. Looking around, it is not surprising to see other little groups doing very 

much the same thing. Talk ( j ) this sort is the most entertaining of the day. 

Waiting in line ( k ) us with opportunities to learn new things about ourselves 

and other people. In this way, what seems ( I ) a waste of time can become a 

meaningful experience. 

(a) 1 They 2 People 3 Here 4 Others 

(b) while 2 except 3 so 4 and 

(c) 1 qualities 2 hours 3 comments 4 suggestions 

(d) attaching 2 compared 3 seeing 4 unlike 

(e) nsmg 2 anse 3 waking 4 awake 

(f) no 2 not 3 little 4 all 

(g) 1 regard 2 return 3 reward 4 reception 

(h) less 2 similarly 3 otherwise 4 unless 

(i) 1 quickly 2 everyone 3 possible 4 students 

(j) 1 at 2 with 3 to 4 of 

(k) 1 gIves 2 makes 3 provides 4 forces 

(1) be 2 together 3 like 4 whole 
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III ~0)~3t (a"-'d) 0)~pJiti:AtL~O)ti:fi'b~31J:'b0)1£-, i"tL~tL""Fo) (1 "-'4) 

b'6 1 ?~A-c', i"0):fi~1£-~2.A:tt J::o (8 F.,=() 

(a) Tom Robinson is as ( ) as ever lived. 

1 a great man 2 great a man 3 a man great 4 man a great 

(b) John is not the kind of person who forgets meetings. Let's wait another 

( ) minutes. 

1 plus 2 more 3 few 4 little 

( c ) We'd appreciate ( ) if you would keep your dog out of our garden. 

1 it 2 so 3 well 4 as 

(d) Although I tried to persuade her, it ( ) no difference. 

1 helped 2 made 3 went 4 came 

IV ;!J.:.(J)~3t (a"-'d) 1£-, 3t5*·~a5*..t~tnc. b'?!i~tIk.lti:I3?&1j:~JJHi:1J:~J::?ti:, 

""Fo) { } ~O)~a1£-~pJiti:AtL -r;ff;PX~it~~.g-. ~jiJi (x • y) ti:A~~a1£-i"tL~'tL 

1 ?~A-~, i"0):fi~1£-~2A it J::o 02 F.,=() 

(a) In such a situation many factors ( x ) ( ) ( ) ( y ) ( ). 

{ 1 taken 2 must 3 consideration 4 be 5 into} 

(b) Smart phones have had ( ) ( x ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( y ) we live. 
{ 1 on 2 way 3 a 4 the 5 effect 6 profound } 

(c) Our friendship goes back to ( )(x)( )( ) ( y ) basketball team 

in elementary school. 

{ 1 joined 2 we 3 the 4 both 5 when} 

(d) Yoshiko ( )(x)( )( )( ) ( y ) her birthday. 

{ 1 piano 2 from 3 excused 4 on 5 practicing 6 was} 
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(24 #,i,) 

(a) 7'G~I:Ji, ~C -:>fc C t~C'~ 0iJ,~'1J iEliiitcJffi'" 0 J:: ~ tc 13 -:>fc o 

The teacher told us to { as / happened / describe / accurately / had} 

as possible. 

(b) 'J\~*ti, fr Lv 'fo/JlfflO)wt~~ B *C'O)*U~iJ' G {~tc t 13 -:J tco 

The novelist said that the idea for his new story { out / an / grew / he / 

experience} had in Japan. 

(c) 77' A }-7- ~'tik;!tcft"'0 t{*tc~v'o 

Fast food is { eat / bad / too / you / if} of it. 

(d) A--tf/ti~'}J:I±l~tc{rm;t 19C'tcWffo/J~* t60ldiJ0o 
Susan has her bag already {has / in / she / to / packed} leave 

suddenly. 

(e) =r'T"J }-~t G-:Jlv'tCiJ\ m~tctJ:-:JtcO)C':J/fT- HC{'TtttJ:iJ'-:Jk o 

I got ill and {the / to / was / concert / go to }, although I had been 

given a ticket. 

~B ~~~~(a-c) ~~~~·~~~~~~6~n~n1?~~o~~~~L~m 

pJTb'S~~~g~~lf, IE Ll, \~gR~'L~~nt~_J::o m~*I'L';I::~~~;ttdgm~ 1 ~g~ 
~2A:tt J::o 

(a) Have I known earlier that Tom wanted to join our team, I would have 

written his name on the list. 

(b) Last year, ~ than eighty American cities failed to meet the standards 

of the Clean Air Act, exceeding the permitting level for ozone. 

(c) After hearing that the Olympic Games would be held in Tokyo, the TV 

station arranged a new series of program on the history of the Olympics. 
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r~' c ;~O)~m (a'" d) 0) B*)U:~:S<::b\,a:,a:'1l5.I c:lt~£c::1J::'@ ~? £C::, !R:S<::O)~PJT£C::, 

-rtt~tt:ti<t~31J:: 1 ~g1i-~aA:tt ~o 

(a) y -y 'Y 7 ~if-]* lJdZ: t 7J'7J't> G -g, ~It '~z:31Uj:7J' -:::>t.:o 

For ( ) his promises, Jack didn't corne to see me. 

(b) di);/J:t.: O)m~Uimlt 'o)""f, Jtlt '40/] c: c. 0 7JV " 'Y r' 7J' G tf:rnilt ,~t * it Iva 
You are too ill to get out of bed, ( ) alone go shopping. 

(~ UO)~A~~;/J:R~~~.~~, ~-~~~o)~~""f~ 

All my friends are good at mathematics, and Paul is a case in ( ). 

~ 7~*~U~~~L~~tLt.:~, .O)~~~U~~t>~G;/J:~~t.:a 

Akio tried to persuade me, but his idea didn't ( ) sense to me. 
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(32 g) 

Sometimes a creative problem is so difficult that it requires people to connect 

their imaginations together. In other words, the solution arrives only if we work in 

groups. This is because a group is not just a collection of individual talents. 

(a) Instead it is a chance for those talents to produce something greater than a single 

individual could create on his own. 

Nowadays, there's evidence that group creativity is becoming more necessary. 

Ben Jones, a professor of management, has (b) demonstrated this by analyzing 

successful innovation in science. The trend he's observed is (c) a sharp shift toward 

collaborative teamwork. According to Jones, more than 99 percent of scientific 

fields have experienced increased levels of teamwork. 

While the most important discoveries in a scientific field used to be the product 

of individual geniuses such as Einstein or Darwin, the best research now emerges 

from groups of scientists. The reason is simple: the biggest problems we now need 

to solve require the talents of people from different backgrounds who (d) bridge the 

gap between their areas of knowledge. Unless we learn how to share our ideas with 

others, we will be (e) stuck with a world of seemingly impossible problems. 

But how should we work together? What's the ideal (f) strategy for group 

creativity? Brian Uzzi, a sociologist, has spent many years trying to answer this 

question by studying the creative teams that make Broadway musicals. "Nobody 

creates a musical alone," he said. "The production requires too many different types 

of talents." Uzzi wanted to understand how the team members' relationships affected 

the success or failure of a musical. He looked at groups of songwriters, producers, 

screenplay writers, dance choreographers* and directors who worked together 

creatively. He wondered if it is better to have a group (g) composed of close friends 

who have worked together before, or total strangers working together for the first 

time. 

The first thing Uzzi discovered is that most of the people who worked on 

Broadway were part of an extremely interconnected social network. Members on a 

new production team either knew one another very well, had met before or had seen 

one another's previous projects. Uzzi also found that the best Broadway shows were 

produced when there was a range of levels of closeness among members. When all 

the members in the group had close relationships, the results were not very good. If 

nobody knew anyone else very well, the play was usually not very successful. The 

most successful Broadway musicals were created by teams where some people had 

worked together before but others were newcomers. In the ideal creative situation, 
people will become more comfortable with one another, but they should not be too 

comfortable, at first. Somehow this mix of personal relationships seemed to be ideal. 

Understanding what kinds of teams are most effective is very important. Today 

we live in a world of very complex and difficult problems. Most of the (h) important 
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challenges humans face exceed the capabilities of the individual imagination. As a 

result, we can find creative solutions only by working together with other talented 

people. What researchers like Jones and Uzzi have found is that when talented 

people come together and cooperate in the right way, it can seem like magic. But it's 

not magic; it is the natural result of successful teamwork. 

*choreographers: tJiH'.1ltSiIl 

rlJ~A *)to)P3~,<:.g.~""t~<b0)1i, 1'0) (11 ----22) b'64?~"'c, ~0).~1i~2A 

it~o 

11 When a problem is difficult, a single individual is most likely to solve it. 

12 According to the passage, in science, there was less collaboration in the 

past than there is now. 

13 Einstein and Darwin are examples of individuals who worked with groups 

of geniuses. 

14 Uzzi recently became interested in understanding how directors make 

successful musicals. 

15 Musicals require the collaboration of creative people with many different 

talents. 

16 Uzzi is a sociologist who produced Broadway musicals. 

17 The success of Broadway plays is unrelated to the familiarity among group 

members. 

18 When nobody in the production team knew anyone else, the play was very 

successful. 

19 Some of the creative groups Uzzi studied included people who had never 

worked together. 

20 Uzzi found that a mix of personal relationships was far from ideal. 

21 Today's problems can best be solved by talented people coming together to 

find a solution. 

22 The research of Jones and Uzzi seems like magic because it was the result 

of their working together. 

rlJ~B 1'~ms (c· d· e· h) O)ttPi·P3~'<:~<b)l!l.\<bo)1i, ~tt~tt1'o) (1 ----4) 

b' 6 1 ?~'" C, ~0).~~~2A it ~o 

(c) a sharp shift toward collaborative teamwork 

1 a sudden change toward group cooperation 

2 a quick approach to job sharing 
3 a smart switch toward group uniformity 

4 a strong desire for clear relationships 
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(d) bridge the gap between their areas of knowledge 

1 reduce the distance between theory and practice 

2 improve the transportation among different nations 

3 create a connection between different fields of study 

4 attract various talents who come from different cultures 

(e) stuck with a world of seemingly impossible problems 

1 placed in a situation where problems do not appear 

2 surprised by the apparent confusion of the world 

3 trapped in a condition where we take the blame for the world's troubles 

4 caught in a situation where difficulties appear to be hard to solve 

(h) important challenges humans face 

1 amazing variety in people's expression 

2 significant problems people must deal with 

3 notable difficulties of accepting others 

4 essential changes the members must meet 

r~~c l'~$ (a· b· f· g) O)Ji~·~~~i:ti'bilil,\'bO)1i-. ~tt~tt (1 -4) b'i::> 
1 ?~'" c. ~0)*~1i-~2.i\ -It ~o 

(a) Instead 

1 Moreover 2 Though 3 Instantly 4 Rather 

(b) demonstrated 

1 entertained 2 proved 3 appeared 4 performed 

(f) strategy 

1 method 2 motivation 3 location 4 reason 

(g) composed of 

1 Imposmg on 2 breaking up with 3 made up of 4 gathered in 

II ;~0)~)tb\)t5!9kJb'?1\~9kJ ~i:iMt}]1J:)t~~i:1J: ~ ~ ? ~i:. ~pJi (a '" I) 'i:.i\tt~O) 

~ti'biM~1J:~~~. ~tt~tt~~~~(a"'l) 0)~m~(1"'4) ~i::>1?~"'c. 

~0)1i~~~2.i\ -It J:o (24 #.fJ 

The brilliant colors of birds have inspired poets and nature lovers, but these 

existing shades of colors represent only a portion of ( a ) birds are capable of 

seeing. After millions of years of evolution, feather colors went from dull to bright 

( b ) birds acquired the ability to create new colors. 

Our clothes were pretty colorless ( c ) the invention of dyes. Then there was a 

great explosion in the number of colors that could be used in clothes. A ( d ) thing 

seemed to have happened with birds. Not only can birds see ( e ) colors than 
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humans can, but they are capable of seeing more colors than they have in their 

feathers. Their eyes can perceive ultraviolet* light, which means they see colors that 

are invisible to human eyes. 

( f), birds have evolved a dazzling combination of shades that include 

structural colors which are not really there but appear to be there. Structural colors 

are made by the way the surface of something interferes ( g ) light and appears to 

the eye. The feather of a peacock**, for example, is brown ( h ) color but because 

of its structure it can appear to be blue or green. Structural colors produce ( i ) of 

the color variation seen with bird feathers. 

What is not yet understood is why birds have not developed the ability to ( j ) 

some ultraviolet colors in their feathers-colors invisible to humans but visible to 

birds. "We don't know why feather colors are limited," one researcher has said. "The 

ultraviolet colors may be impossible ( k ) birds' bodies to make." 

Birds' bodies can produce only about 26 to 30 percent of the colors they are 

capable of seeing. ( I ) the colors of birds look so incredibly varied and beautiful to 

us, we are actually insensitive to color, when compared to birds. 

*ultraviolet: ~9i-fjO) **peacock: « t ~ « 

(a) 1 whichever 2 that 3 what 4 whose 

(b) 1 why 2 as 3 with 4 how 

(c) 1 before 2 about 3 when 4 while 

(d) 1 singular 2 similar 3 sensible 4 simple 

(e) many more 2 not a few 3 less 4 unlimited 

(f) 1 Centuries ago 2 From now on 3 Many years 4 Overtime 

(g) 1 on 2 to 3 with 4 about 

(h) 1 m 2 or 3 and 4 at 

(i) 1 most 2 almost 3 better 4 none 

(j) 1 invest 2 consume 3 generate 4 check 

(k) 1 of 2 with 3 by 4 for 

(1) 1 Since 2 Although 3 Lest 4 However 
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III ;!I;!O)~)( (a--d) O)~pJT'LA:tt~O)'LAI'biM~1J:'bo)~. ~:tti'.:tt""F0) (1--4) 

b'S 1 ?~h, c. ~O)fi~~~2A-ttJ::o (8 #.0 

(a) I thought things would get better, but they are only getting ( ). 

I worse 2 badly 3 best 4 worst 

(b) It is obvious that the Olympics have played an important ( ) in bringing 

together people from all over the world. 

I rule 2 peace 3 part 4 runner 

(c) Dr. Jones lives near the subway station, ( ) is a very busy area. 

I where 2 that 3 what 4 which 

(d) Her father worked hard ( ) the expense of his health. 

I in 2 at 3 on 4 by 

IV ;!I;!O)~)( (a--d) ~. )(5~·~5~..tiMt}]c. b'?1\pt£lkJ'LI3?&1J:~!JHL1J:~J::?'L. 

""Fo) { } ~o)~~~~~A:tt~~d~~~~e. ~~(x·Y) ~A~~~~:tt~:tt 
1 ?~h,c. ~O)fi~~~2A~J::o (12 #.0 

(a) John told us to be quiet ( x)( )( )( y)( ) on TV. 

{ I show 2 as 3 favorite 4 was 5 his} 

(b) Feel free to contact me ( )( x)( )( y)( ). 

{ I information 2 you 3 any 4 need 5 if} 

( c ) Though we have all left home now, we have been ( ) ( ) ( x ) ( ) 

( y ) with one another. 

{ I touch 2 in 3 to 4 keep 5 able} 

(d) Words are like knives in that they ( ) ( ) ( x ); but if you misuse 

them, ( ) ( ) ( y ) people. 

{ I very 2 hurt 3 are 4 can 5 they 6 useful } 



(24 g) 

r~~A ;~o)B*)(: (a-e) c~a:~a:'[i!iJL;Ji~'i:1J:~J:?'i:, } p;jO)1"~-rO)~g~mV" 
~6~~~0)1~~M?-r~)(:~~~~~J:oM.*~~~~0)1~~~A~J:o 

(a) :;; .I. - /'iJ"::C 0) {±lHc -:J1t ,tc ;, lLZ:9:O)r{f!;tc t> 0)t!t~~9 G AiJ"lt '7J: It' 1:' 

LJ: '50 
If Jane takes the job, there { nobody / be / look / to / will } her 

children. 

(b) 5Vc::I /' t::.:t -:$t O)f~f'~!iAJi t ~, 1 B rpiJ'iJ'G 7J:iv l ,~b7J:iJ'-::> tco 
When I asked my brother to fix my computer, I did not expect { him / it / 

day / take / to } long. 

(c) jG~7J:9'l-OO~a"F'I&rt7J: t' 7J:1t '0 
There is {perfect / such / no / a / thing } approach to learning a 

foreign language. 

(d) ~1fO)mO)lmrtta:WiJ1f~ I) 2 ~rElj'~ t'J!!:htco 

This year the cherry trees { weeks / blossomed / than / about / two } 

usual. 

(e) 1) 7--'i' - F ta::Y L9'l-3n~A:hG tc6b'cb~" t~~Im'tl;Jo1t ,tco 
Richard left the window { in / purpose / open / let / to } some air. 

r~~ B ;~O)~)(: (a - c) 'i:';t)(:5~· ~g5~..t0)~¥P) tj\i"tt~tt 1 ?d5~0 l'~~fjt§ Ltd'! 
jiJjfJ\6i"0)~~~U:, iELI.'~ff~'i:i!i~~xJ:o M.*'i:';ti!i~~xt.:~ffft'1 ~g~ 

~2A~J:o 

(a) Takashi should have tried to get more training before apply for the job. 

(b) Linda is a promising swimmer whom we think is ~ to win a prize at 

the next competition. 

(c) In the last decade, the number of people using new types of cell phones 

has risen sharply from about 50 thousands to many millions. 
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r",c ;~O)~m. (a~d) 0)8*)(:c~)(:b\'~'t[6JL::jfpt'i:1j:~J:-:"i:, ~)(:o)~PJT'i:, 

~h~h~~~~1j:1~~EA~J:o 

(a) 1&:G~C~Jm9~tC0'ifiiJt7J:It'o 

They have nothing in ( ). 

(b) 2014 $ 1 f:J O)lJij:g'C', ~ « O)j:fn:'i$*f~~cfiiJ~ Ltclt'iJ)~71?:cl6LIt'tco 
As ( ) January 2014, most students had decided what they wanted to 

do after leaving school. 

(c) :r0)~WM:r~5~UC'ilt'LIt'tco 

The child wore his socks inside ( ). 

(d) A 7- :2 7- r .EHi$q3n'C' 1 Jm!rdJo)#BI11~JfX-::> Lit' * Ltco 
Mr. Stuart has been on ( ) leave for a week. 
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